
PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

Ms. Danielle Meichior
Director, Environment and Regulatory
BC Hydro
333 Dunsmuir St 10Th Floor
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 5R3
Canada

Dear Ms. Melchior:

RE: Peace River Regional District Response to Site C Clean Energy Project — Draft
Mitigation, Management and Monitoring Plans

The Peace River Regional District (PRRD) is submitting this document as a response to the
Site C Clean Energy Project — Draft Mitigation, Management and Monitoring Plans
(MMMP). On April 7, 2015, the PRRD received an email for our review and comment on the
following plans:

• Revised Vegetation and Wildlife Mitigation and Monitoring Plan
• Del Rio Pit Development Plan
• West Pine Quarry Development Plan
• Wuthrich Quarry Development Plan

Issues identified in the Plan are summarized here. Perhaps most important, is that the Plan is
not a standalone document. In order to effectively review the Plan, a reader must refer to the
EIS, the JRP report and both the provincial and federal recommendations. Further to this, few
appendices are included in this draft, offering limited technical detail. Should this document
be used to advise contractors of best practices, or to generate work plans, installation of
inadequate mitigation measures is a likely consequence.

According to the Plan, programs pertaining to the monitoring, translocation and mitigation of
rare plants will take place only on BC Hydro owned and crown lands. Private lands are
excluded from the program due to access limitations and because land management cannot be
guaranteed. Rare plant salvage programs may have more success should residents of the
PRRD work collaboratively with BC Hydro in the management and monitoring of rare or
endangered plants such as persistent-sepal yellowcress, peace daisy, purple-stemmed aster,
northern bog bedstraw and Drummond’s thistle.

PLEASE REPLY TO:

UBOX 810, DAWSON CREEK, BC VIG 4H8 TELEPHONE: (250) 784-3200 or (800) 670-7773 FAX: (250) 784-3201 EMAIL: prrd.dcprrd.bc.ca

D9505 100 STREET, FORT ST. JOHN, BC V1J 4N4 TELEPHONE: (250) 785-8084 Fax: (250) 785-1125 EMAIL: prrd.fsj@prrd.bc.ca
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Based on analyses from the Joint Review Panel regarding wildlife resources, significant
adverse impacts are expected on additional species not described in the ETS. For example,
three species of bats, the broad-winged hawk, short-eared owls and the western toad are now
understood to endure a relatively high level of threat in the Peace Region because of the
Project (JRP Report Section 6.2.3, page 79-80). Despite this development, the Plan does not
provide adequate mitigation and monitoring measures specific to these species.

Other sections where more specific details are necessary include bird line collision risk
assessment, species modelling verification, bald eagle nest platform installation and
monitoring, and ground nesting raptor monitoring. A few species specific bat measures would
also be recommended. Where literature does not provide a ready solution and no mitigation
steps are offered, the Plan should provide some thought as to potential approaches or methods
that may be successful.

Finally, all sections of the plan should include the appropriate timing windows for work. This
would act as a reminder to all parties involved of construction activity limitations and impacts
to sensitive ecosystems and wildlife.

Quarry Plans:
The summary of issues found in the West Pine Quarry Development Plan includes:

• The 2015 Development Plan does not identify the volume of riprap bedding materials
to be removed and transported. The volume of riprap bedding materials is also not
referenced in the Notice of Work.

• There is no mention in the Draft Plan to the Transportation Monitoring and Follow-up
Program that was identified by BC Hydro in June 2014 (Handout C-6) “to ensure
measures to mitigate project effects on local transportation infrastructure are effective
or need to be adjusted to adequately mitigate the effects.”

• The District of Chetwynd has concerns about highway and community impacts that
have been directed to BC Hydro.

• Noise and vibration impacts on wildlife (other than caribou) or users of the Pine Le
Moray Provincial Park have not been fully explored or considered in this plan or
Notice of Work.

• There is a discrepancy between the Notice of Work (page 6) and the JRP Report (Page
204) with respect to dust fall impacts and the location of the nearest residence.

The summary of issues found in the Del Rio Pit Development Plan includes:
• The referenced Construction Environmental Management Plan and Construction

Safety Management Plan are required to be completed 90 days before construction
begins. Copies of these final plans have not been received. (Drafts reviewed October
2014)

• The plan does not describe how or if BC Hydro has addressed the concerns expressed
by the Saulteau First Nation.
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The summary of issues found in the Wuthrich Quarry Development Plan:
• The referenced Construction Environmental Management Plan and Construction

Safety Management Plan are required to be completed 90 days before construction
begins. Copies of these final plans have not been received. (Drafts reviewed October
2014)

• The City of Fort St. John has expressed concern that the City will experience lowered
availability and higher aggregate costs given the region’s projected increase in demand
for growth and development. (JRP Report Section 9.3.2, Page 152)

• Noise and Vibration: The EAC Holder must develop a Noise and Vibration
Management Plan to mitigate Project-related noise and vibration effects on human
health... This Plan must be provided to FLNR, District of Hudson’s Hope, and the City
of Fort St. John for review a minimum of 90 days prior to the commencement of
construction. (Potential Site C Clean Energy Project Conditions, June 10, 2014, Page
32-33 )

• The Notice of Work refers to the following attached documents’ that were not
attached:

o Construction Safety Management Program Framework Document
o Construction Environmental Management Plan
o Component Application Plan - Wuthrich Quarry, for Provincial Permits

required for Construction and Operations.

The issue of cumulative effects has been a topic of concern for the Regional District since the
release of the Site C Clean Energy Environmental Impact Statement. This concern has been
raised to the BCEAO and the CEAA as well as BC Hydro throughout each stage of the
consultative process. Although significant cumulative effects are discussed regarding specific
valued components in this document, a holistic approach with the objective to protect
ecosystems generally is not discussed. As clarified in the JRP report, a holistic approach is not
required as dictated in the EIS guidelines (JRP Report Section 6.2.3, page 79). Nevertheless,
cumulative effects can have a very significant impact on ecosystems which may be difficult to
quantify or fully predict. At this junction, it is most prudent to select specific vegetation and
wildlife resources of priority and advocate for the most stringent and effective mitigation
strategies.

In all documents reviewed, references to attached documents were found to be absent from the
package. This issue was particularly frustrating in reviewing the Wuthrich Quarry
Development Plan. Although references could usually be found by the reviewers, it made it
more difficult to provide a thorough review.
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Our detailed feedback is included in the following four documents enclosed: Findings from
the Vegetation and Wildlife Mitigation and Monitoring Plan April 2015, and West Pine
Quarry, Del Rio Pit and Wuthrich Quarry Development Plan. Within the tables, the leftmost
column, “Document Reference,” shows the section referenced. The centre column,
“Text... ,“ provides text from or a summary of relevant information found in the document.
The rightmost column, “PRRD Reference and Further Comments,” provides the previous
PRRD concerns and further analysis or response to concerns (shown in bold font).

Thank you for the continued opportunity to review Site C documents on behalf of the Peace
River Regional District.

Sincerely,

Chris Cvik, Chief Administrative Officer
Peace River Regional District

.cc
Bill Beamish, DPSM (UVic),
W. Beamish Consulting Ltd

Johan Stroman. MA Education and Communications
Heartwood Solutions Consulting

Catherine Henry, MSc AAg
Environmental Consultant
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